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Christianity and Amusements
A stowaway, a stolen book, a murderous villain: an adventure on the most famous
shipwreck in history. The great ocean liner Titanic is preparing to cross the Atlantic.
On board is a sinister thief bent on stealing a rare book that may be the key to
unlocking infinite treasure, a wealthy academic traveling home to America with his
rare book collection, and Patrick Waters, a twelve-year-old Irish boy who is certain
that his job as a steward on the unsinkable ship will be the adventure of a lifetime.
In Dangerous Waters, disguises, capers, and danger abound as the ship makes its
way toward that fateful iceberg where Patrick will have to summon all his wits in
order to survive.

Dangerous Alliance
"The Pearson Concise General Knowledge Manual 2011" is accurate, wellresearched and examination-oriented. This best seller helps to master the subject
of general knowledge for various competitive examinations. The book is based on
current trends in general knowledge questions featured in various competitive
examinations as well as in examinations conducted by UPSC, SSC, Banking
Services, Railway Recruitment Boards, and central and state recruitment bodies. It
includes sample practice exercises for each subject area and a comprehensive
question bank for practice, in all three media paper-pencil, online and on-mobile
(GPRS only) platforms. It boasts of an up-to-date national and international Current
Affairs section; the latest updates and downloadable test papers available free on
the web companion site."

The Pennsylvania School Journal
Vols. for 1955-62 include: Mining guidebook and buying directory.
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The Most Dangerous Man in America
Dangerous churches should be norm. Church leaders and church people alike
shrink back from danger because we want safety. Jesus said that he's overcome
the world and its troubles. Dangerous churches put everything on the line for the
one thing that matters most: reaching lost people.It's dangerous not to be a
dangerous church. The book is less about methods or even the message of God,
but about a church that risks everything it has to reach lost people. Living Hope
was birthed 8 years ago and has grown from five families to 5000 attendees,
grown from one to 19 services on many campuses, and baptized 5,000 people
along the way. A dangerous church sees what "only God" can do when it acts upon
what the church is supposed to be. It risks everything to reach people.God wants
us to live on the edge of our margin when it comes to mission and methods. So
much of Living Hope's journey has been going back to the Book of Acts and trying
to live authentically with the givens of who they were, where they were and what
they had to work with. They learned to abandon agendas and short-sighted human
plans, especially ones that copy what other churches are doing. That's when they
found God's blessing. "We went from being a good church to being God-honoring
church," he reports.Drawing insight from the book of Acts, this book unfolds the
very personal journey of a pastor, and then his entire church, when they finally
began to live a dangerous faith. The transition had a dramatic impact on the
pastor's life and marriage, as well as on the congregation and its outreach. It
opened a new sense of mission and incredible spiritual fruitfulness. The pastor is
not only a radically different person today, but the entire church has become an
atmosphere that values taking dangerous steps of faith. It will lead Christ's
followers to become risk-takers who change the world through a revolution that
begins with a dangerous grace. The book is story-rich with examples of the gracefilled culture from Living Hope Church through the experiences of its pastor, John
Bishop. It will avoid a smug attitude that implies "we've arrived," "we're the first to
live out grace" or "we're the best at giving grace." Instead, the book will convey a
humble attitude of "we've got a lot to learn," including examples of mistakes the
church has made along the way. The rapid transition of Living Hope will not be
projected as a speed for other churches to follow (lest the book invite a crash-andburn outcome at other churches). Thus the book will find its primary story in and
from Living Hope.In 2007 Outreach Magazine ranked Living Hope as the seventh
fastest growing schurh in the US. They have also been listed among the 50 most
influential churches in America.

A Dangerous Love
Politicians and the political process, even in ostensibly democratic countries, can
be deadly. James Gilligan has discovered a devastating truth that has been "hiding
in plain sight" for the past century - namely, that when America's conservative
party, the Republicans, have gained the presidency, the country has repeatedly
suffered from epidemics of violent death. Rates of both suicide and homicide have
sky-rocketed. The reasons are all too obvious: rates of every form of social and
economic distress, inequality and loss - unemployment, recessions, poverty,
bankruptcy, homelessness also ballooned to epidemic proportions. When that has
happened, those in the population who were most vulnerable have "snapped", with
tragic consequences for everyone. These epidemics of lethal violence have then
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remained at epidemic levels until the more liberal party, the Democrats, regained
the White House and dramatically reduced the amount of deadly violence by
diminishing the magnitude of the economic distress that had been causing it. This
pattern has been documented since 1900, when the US government first began
compiling vital statistics on a yearly basis, and yet it has not been noticed by
anyone until now except with regard to suicide in the UK and Australia, where a
similar pattern has been described. This book is a path-breaking account of a
phenomenon that has implications for every country that presumes to call itself
democratic, civilized and humane, and for all those citizens, voters and political
thinkers who would like to help their country move in that direction.

Life
This intense psychological thriller is the second book in the Secrets of Roux River
Bayou series from best-selling author Kathy Herman.

Healthy Living
Informative, broad-ranging, and sheds new light on the life and literary art of one
of the last century's most celebrated authors.

“The” American journal of education
Why Some Politicians Are More Dangerous Than Others
From the celebrated author of Big Fish comes an imaginative, moving novel about
two sisters, their dark legacy, and the magical town that entwines them. Helen and
Rachel McCallister, who live in a town called Roam, are as different as sisters can
be: Helen, older, bitter, and conniving; Rachel, beautiful, naïve—and blind. When
their parents die suddenly, Rachel has to rely on Helen for everything, but Helen
embraces her role in all the wrong ways, convincing Rachel that the world is a dark
and dangerous place she couldn’t possibly survive on her own…or so Helen
believes, until Rachel makes a surprising choice that turns both their worlds upside
down. In this new novel, southern literary master Daniel Wallace returns to the
tradition of tall tales and folklore made memorable in his bestselling novel Big Fish.
Wildly inventive and beautifully written, The Kings and Queens of Roam is a bighearted tale of family and the ties that bind.

Dangerous Angel
Dangerous Waters
Mini Science Encyclopedia (5th Edition)
At times, even his admirers seemed unsure of what to do with General Douglas
MacArthur. Imperious, headstrong, and vain, MacArthur matched an undeniable
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military genius with a massive ego and a rebellious streak that often seemed to
destine him for the dustbin of history. Yet despite his flaws, MacArthur is
remembered as a brilliant commander whose combined-arms operation in the
Pacific—the first in the history of warfare—secured America’s triumph in World War
II and changed the course of history. In The Most Dangerous Man in America,
celebrated historian Mark Perry examines how this paradox of a man overcame
personal and professional challenges to lead his countrymen in their darkest hour.
As Perry shows, Franklin Roosevelt and a handful of MacArthur’s subordinates
made this feat possible, taming MacArthur, making him useful, and finally making
him victorious. A gripping, authoritative biography of the Pacific Theater’s most
celebrated and misunderstood commander, The Most Dangerous Man in America
reveals the secrets of Douglas MacArthur’s success—and the incredible efforts of
the men who made it possible.

Dangerous Edges of Graham Greene
Dangerous Ground
PSHE in the Primary School: Principles and Practice is an exciting new textbook to
support, inform and inspire trainees, teachers and support staff at primary level.
This unique text bonds essential subject knowledge with practical teaching skills,
and covers topical issues such as bullying, resilience, behaviour for learning, and
sex and relationships education. The book is divided into four distinct parts: Social
Development and Education, including conflict resolution and celebrating diversity;
Personal Development and Education, tackling topics such as emotional literacy
and coping with life transitions; Coordinating PSHE offers guidance for new and
aspiring PSHE coordinators in all aspects of their role, including curriculum design
and assessment; and the final part looks to The Future of PSHE.

Why is Snot Green?
The Kings and Queens of Roam
The Double Dangerous Book for Boys
Clear and Present Danger
Dangerous Kiss
Contains the proceedings of the Association.

The Pearson Concise General Knowledge Manual 2012
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Such Men Are Dangerous
MISSION…IMPOSSIBLE? Sexy spy Dan Reese had spent years holding his pretty
protégée at arm's length. But after one soul-searing kiss, agent Jamie Douglass
began to infiltrate Dan's long-guarded heart. Then one assignment gone wrong
changed everything. Now Dan had to fight to reclaim the man he once was, and he
vowed to do it alone. With Jamie's future ahead of her, Dan knew she didn't need a
sidelined hero on her hands. But when Jamie discovered there was a traitor in their
agency and her life was now at stake, Dan couldn't let her face danger without him
by her side….

Report of Hearings Together with the Preliminary and Final
Reports
The Dangerous Book for Boys took readers by storm and became an instant
classic, selling nearly two million copies. Packed with charming illustrations, it is a
treasure trove of the essential activities and skills that have defined generations of
boyhoods, from building a treehouse to fishing to finding true north. Now, Conn
Iggulden returns with more information, insights, and diversions for boys from
eight to eighty. Designed with the same nostalgic look and feel as the first book,
this companion volume includes more than seventy new chapters and important
skills, fascinating historical information, and essential stories, including: How to
pick a padlock Making a Flying Machine Tying a Windsor Knot Advice from Fighting
Men Questions About the Law Chess Openings Making Perfume Maps of Historic
Empires: British, Ottoman, Genghis, Persian, Medes, Babylonian, Alexander Great
Speeches Forgotten Explorers How to Wire a Plug and Make a lamp Writing a
Thank You Letter Polishing Shoes Parents looking to get their kids off screens can
use this book to fill weekend afternoons and summer days with wonder,
excitement, adventure, and fun—learn to build go-carts and electromagnets,
identify insects and spiders, and fly the world’s best paper airplanes. This charming
and practical guide, packed with hundreds of full-color charts, maps, diagrams, and
illustrations, will ignite the imagination and stimulate curiosity, and provide
grandfathers, fathers, sons, and brothers the opportunity to deepen their bonds.
Conn Iggulden has at last put together a second wonderful collection that is the
essence of boyhood.

Dangerous Church
This new edition contains Montagu's most complete explication of his theory and a
thorough updating of previous editions.

Concise General Knowledge Manual
Torn from his Romany mother's arms as a small boy, Viscount Emilian St. Xavier
has spent a lifetime ignoring the whispers of gypsy that follow him everywhere. A
nobleman with wealth, power and privilege, he does not care what the gadjos
think. But when the Romany come to Derbyshire with news of his mother's murder
at the hands of a mob, his world implodes. And Ariella de Warenne is the perfect
object for his lust and revenge…. Ariella de Warenne's heritage assures her a place
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in proper society, though as a radical and independent thinker she scorns her
peers' frivolous pursuits in the Ton, fashion and marriage. Until a Roma camp
arrives at Rose Hill, and she finds herself drawn to their charismatic leader,
Emilian. Even when he warns her away, threatening that he intends to seduce and
destroy her, she cannot refuse him. For Ariella is just as determined to fight for
their dangerous love….

The Dangerous Lover
A vicar is disbelieving when two teenagers in his parish claim to have been given a
message by the archangel Gabriel, but gradually changes his mind and decides he
must do something about it.

"I Know It's Dangerous"
From Kyra Davis, New York Times bestselling author of Just One Night, comes Book
Two in the Pure Sin series that Sinfully Sexy is calling “angsty, intriguing, and off
the charts sexy.” The beautiful, angry Bell has revenge in her heart and Lander
Gable in her sights. She’s seduced her way into his arms with the intent to destroy
his wealthy family. But now that she’s there, lust and passion have begun
squeezing out that desire for vengeance. It’s a dangerous game Bell is playing, and
sex, mystery, and lies are the most intriguing game pieces of all.

Dangerous Undertaking
In Chances, Lucky grew up in a top crime family; in Lucky, she was married three
times; in Lady Boss, she took on Hollywood and bought Panther Studios; and in
Vendetta, she fought off a lifelong enemy to keep the studio, and her husband.
Now, in Dangerous Kiss, when a member of her family is brutally gunned down in a
random holdup, her fury knows no bounds. While she is tracking the killer, her
relationship with her husband, charismatic writer and director Lennie Golden, is put
to the test. Then, suddenly, into her life comes a man from her past – a man with a
dangerous kiss. Dangerous Kiss is a story of raw anger, love, lust, murder and
revenge, and at its white-hot center is Lucky Santangelo, a strong, exciting woman
who dares to take chances – and always wins.

PSHE in the Primary School
Peterson's Familiar Science
Why is snot green? Do rabbits fart? What is space made of? Where does all the
water go at low tide? Can animals talk? What are scabs for? Will computers ever be
cleverer than people? Discover the answers to these and an awful lot of other
brilliant questions frequently asked at the Science Museum in this wonderfully
funny and informative book. Divided into five sections, which cover everything
from the Big Bang to bodily functions and cool gadgets: Lost in Space The Angry
Planet Animal Answers Being Human Fantastic Futures Packed with doodles and
information about all sorts of incredible things, and published in association with
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the Science Museum, this book contains absolutely no boring bits!

Proofs of the Real Existence, and Dangerous Tendency, of
Illuminism
If you're frustrated with your inability to make a difference in yourself or your
organization, learn how you can become a powerful agent of change! In this
groundbreaking book, James Harlow Brown challenges, inspires, and shows you
how to transform your ideas and your organization in ways you never thought
possible. This visionary and motivational guide contains a number of stories that
help you rethink your assumptions about life and create change. Dangerous
Undertaking examines how out-of-the-box experiences and ideas can redefine your
perceptions, and it addresses the most important concepts involved in personal
and organizational change, including: Conflict between social roles and personal
identity Organizational behavior at the "quantum level" and the deep sources of
organizational power Leadership's addiction to power and the recovery process
The collision between the rational and spiritual worlds Perfect for business leaders,
executives, change managers, and ordinary working people, Dangerous
Undertaking will help you unleash your ability to make a difference in yourself, in
your organization, and in the world.

Proceedings
Coal Age
Book four of the Earth Angels series Miami's best bounty hunter, Nikita Tesoro will
do anything to collar a fugitive. Including stepping into a stripper's stilettos for the
night. Outsmarting her rival Kyle Beaudecker is just a bonus. Despite the sexual
tension sparking between them, Nikita keeps a professional distance from
"Hurricane" Kyle. After all, she can't get hurt if she doesn't care. A descendant of
the archangel Barakiel with the power to harness electricity, Kyle should be
focusing his energy on tracking down a demon that may be hiding in the human
realm. But he's a lover, not a fighter, and he'd much rather use his special talents
for pleasure: specifically Nikita's. And teaming up to find a bail jumper means
spending lots of time together… But when their case takes a turn for the demonic,
Kyle can no longer hide his true nature from Nikita. He'll do whatever it takes to
win her heart—even stop the apocalypse. But he can't do it alone. 80,000 words

Man's Most Dangerous Myth
Thomas Gray's An Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard enjoyed extraordinary
popular success in Europe, where it was widely translated, imitated, adapted, and
in various ways assimilated into the continental literatures. The history of the
Elegy's circulation on the continent demonstrates the importance of the poem to
the romantic generation of European poets, while appreciation of this history
serves to illuminate modern critical approaches to the poem's often uncertain or
ambiguous meaning.
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Dangerous to Love
Don't Miss the Original Series Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan Starring John Krasinski! In
this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller from Tom Clancy, Jack Ryan gets caught
in a war between the United States and a Colombian drug cartel and uncovers a
shocking conspiracy. When Colombian drug lords assassinate both the U.S.
ambassador and the visiting head of the FBI, their actions trigger a covert response
from the American government—a response that goes horribly wrong As the newly
named Deputy Director of Intelligence for the CIA, Jack Ryan should be privy to
operations like the one in Colombia, but he’s been left completely in the dark. With
the help of field officer John Clark, Ryan intends to find out what’s really going on.
But while they expect danger from without, the greatest threat of all may come
from within.

Dangerous Tides
The USS Memphis, a dilapidated submarine that that should have been mothballed
decades ago, has been given one last mission by the newly elected president. The
task: To sneak illegally into Russia's coastal waters and recon the leaking nuclear
fuel containers hidden on the floor of the Arctic Ocean. More than just an
environmental nightmare, this radioactive burial ground houses enough nuclear
capability to destroy most of America's major cities. Lowell Hardy: The Memphis's
commander, who had been looking forward to flag rank and pleasant duty upon
the sub's decommissioning. Now he is trapped in an inconceivably dangerous and
illegal mission which could easily end his career, if not his life and the lives of his
crew. But it's the crew who feel Hardy's tension as he tyrannizes everyone on
board to ensure they'll be ready for anything. Jerry Mitchell: A former naval pilot
with political connections, he is a novice submariner, unprepared for his
demanding job as a weapons officer. Central to the Memphis's mission, Mitchell
may be its greatest liability . . . or its ultimate salvation. Dr. Joanna Patterson: The
senior civilian scientist, appointed by and reporting to the president, she is a worldclass expert on nuclear fuel contamination--and every bit as demanding as Hardy.
Patterson and her partner, Dr. Emily Davis, soon find themselves battling flaring
tempers, faulty machinery, lethal radioactivity, and the raging arctic seas. The
submariners: Seething with rage at their Captain Bligh-like commander and the
equally domineering Joanna Patterson, they are also at war with Jerry Mitchell, and
one another. Like the captain, they feel they deserve better, not this antiquated
relic, not this hostile scientist, not this novice weapons officer, and definitely not
this disastrously dangerous mission. Nor is the mission what it seems. Lurking
beneath the frigid, black, radioactive waters is a secret far more deadly than
anything naval command could imagine--a secret so menacing the Russian Fleet is
hell-bent on destroying the Memphis and all who sail in her. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Foolproof
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen's
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Magazine
Recounts the experiences of Mexicans who have risked their lives to cross the
Mexico-America border, explaining how the thrill of taking that risk has become a
motivator for border crossers.

Dangerous Mercy
In this seductive Drake sisters novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Christine Feehan, Libby Drake is pulled by the forceful desires of two men—and in
danger of being swept away Dr. Libby Drake is sensible and practical. To her more
adventurous sisters, she’s always been the “good girl”. Certainly not the kind to
attract the attention of a genius like Ty Derrick—until a tragic accident leaves the
handsome biochemist at her mercy. Acting on her uncanny ability to heal, she stirs
in the reawakened Ty his own long-suppressed desires for the woman who saved
his life. But he’s not the only man with designs on Libby Drake. Her miraculous and
selfless power has also captured the attention of a dangerously influential admirer.
Someone in Sea Haven is pursuing the elementally gifted beauty for his own
wicked purpose. And he’s willing to go to deadly lengths to make it happen.

A Dangerous Liberty
How the very things we create to protect ourselves, like money market funds or
anti-lock brakes, end up being the biggest threats to our safety and wellbeing. We
have learned a staggering amount about human nature and disaster -- yet we keep
having car crashes, floods, and financial crises. Partly this is because the success
we have at making life safer enables us to take bigger risks. As our cities, transport
systems, and financial markets become more interconnected and complex, so does
the potential for catastrophe. How do we stay safe? Should we? What if our
attempts are exposing us even more to the very risks we are avoiding? Would
acceptance of danger make us more secure? Is there such a thing as foolproof? In
FOOLPROOF, Greg Ip presents a macro theory of human nature and disaster that
explains how we can keep ourselves safe in our increasingly dangerous world.

Iron and Steel Engineer
"The Dangerous Lover takes seriously the ubiquity of the brooding romantic hero his dark past, his remorseful and rebellious exile from comfortable everyday living.
Deborah Lutz traces the recent history of this figure, through the melancholy
iconoclasm of the Romantics, the lost soul redeemed by love of the Brontes, and
the tormented individualism of twentieth-century love narratives. The Dangerous
Lover is the first book-length study of this pervasive literary hero; it also challenges
the tendency of sophisticated philosophical readings of popular narratives and
culture to focus on male-coded genres. In its conjunction of high and low literary
forms, this volume explores new historical and cultural framings for female-coded
popular narratives."--BOOK JACKET.
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